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ABSTRACT: - In peer-to-peer record sharing systems, record clone and viscosity compassionate are widely 
used techniques for high system performance. Despite substantial interdependencies between them, these two 
issues are mostly addressed separately. Most record clone methods rigidly specify facsimile nodes, leading to 
low facsimile utilization, unnecessary facsimiles and hence extra viscosity c o mp a ss i o na te  overhead. Most 
viscosity compassionate methods propagate update messages based on message spreading or a structure without 
considering record clone dynamism, leading to inept record update and hence high possibility of outdated 
record response. This paper presents an Unified record Clone and viscosity compassionate mechanism (URC) 
that integrates the two techniques in a systematic and harmonized manner. 
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I  INTRODUCTION 
 
 Over the past years, the immerse popularity of Internet has produced a substantial stimulus to peer-to- 
peer (P2P) record sharing systems. A recent large-scale characterization of HTTP traffic [1] has shown that 
more than 75 percent of Internet traffic is generated by P2P applications. The percentage of P2P traffic has 
increased substantially as records such as videos and audios have become almost pervasive. The study also 
shows that the access to these records is highly repetitive and skewed towards the most popular ones. Such 
objects can exhaust the capacity of a node, leading to delayed response. Record clone is an effective method to 
deal with the problem of overload condition due to flash crowds or hot records. It distributes load over facsimile 
n o d e s  and improves record query efficiency. 
 
Record viscosity compassionate to maintain the viscosity between a record and its facsimile s is indispensable to 
record clone. These methods make it difficult to adjust the number of facsimile s to the time-varying utilization 
of facsimile s and to ensure that all facsimile s are fully utilized. The number of facsimile s has a substantial 
impact on the overhead of record viscosity compassionate. Large number of facsimile s needs more updates hence 
high viscosity compassionate overhead and vice versa. Therefore, the methods lead to high overhead for 
unnecessary record clones and viscosity compassionate     . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Interrelationship between record clone and viscosity compassionate 
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II  RELATEDWORK 
 
 Record clone in P2P systems is targeted to release the load in hot spots and meanwhile decrease record 
query latency. Most traditional record clone methods rigidly determine the places of facsimile s and push the 
facsimile s to the places. Generally, the methods facsimile the records near record owners [2], [3], [4], record 
requesters [5], [6], or along a query path from a requester to an owner [16], [7]. PAST [2], CFS [3], and 
Backslash [4] facsimile to each record on close nodes near the record’s owner. Backslash also pushes cache 
one hop closer to requesters as soon as nodes are overloaded. In LAR [5] and Gnutella [6], overloaded nodes 
facsimile to a record at requesters. 
 
 Free net facsimile to records on the path from a requester to a record owner. CFS, PAST, LAR [5] cache 
routing hints along the search path of a query. Thus, unnecessary facsimile s lead to a waste of viscosity 
compassionate. Yang et al. proposed Parity Clone in IP-Network Storages (PRINS). 
 
 In most of these record clone and viscosity compassionate methods, nodes passively accept 
facsimile s and update messages. They are unable to keep track the utilization of facsimile s to determine 
the need of record facsimile s and facsimile updates . Minimization of the number of facsimile s helps to 
reduce unnecessary updates in viscosity compassionate, but it should still keep the efficiency of record clone to 
release the load in hot spots and to improve query efficiency. However, these record clone methods cannot be 
directly applied to structured P2P systems due to their basic protocol differences. 
 

III UNIFIED RECORD CLONE AND VISCOSITY COMPASSIONATE MECHANISM 
 

 Instead of passively accepting facsimile s and update messages, URC harmonically integrates 
record clone and viscosity compassionate      by letting each node autonomously determine the need for 
record clone and update based on actual record query rate and update rates. URC record clone places 
facsimile s in frequently visited nodes to guarantee high utilization of facsimile s, and meanwhile reduce 
underutilized facsimile s and overhead of viscosity compassionate. URC viscosity compassionate in turn 
aims to guarantee record fidelity of viscosity at a low cost with record clone dynamism consideration. 
Using adaptive polling, URC ensures timely update operation and avoids unnecessary updates. As a 
result, URC achieves high efficiency in both record clone and viscosity compassionate     . 

 
Fig. 2 shows an example for record clone and viscosity compassionate in URC. The nodes C and G in the 
middle observed frequent queries for the record, and nodes and M queried for the record frequently. 
Therefore, they made a copy of the record in themselves. The facsimile  nodes periodically check the query 
rate. 

 

 
Fig. 2. URC record clone and viscosity compassionate      
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3.1 Adaptive Record Clone 
 
URC is developed by leveraging our previous work of EAD [28] record clone algorithm. URC’s record 
clone component shares similarity with EAD. The clone algorithm achieves an optimized trade-off between 
query efficiency and overhead in record clone. In addition, it dynamically tunes to time-varying record popularity 
and node interest, and adaptively determines facsimile  nodes based on query traffic. In the following, we 
introduce URC’s record clone component by addressing two main problems in record clone: 
 
1) Where to facsimile  records so that the record query can be substantially expedited and the facsimiles can be 
fully utilized? 
 
2) How to remove underutilized record facsimile s so that the overhead for viscosity compassionate is 
minimized? 
 
3.1.1 Facsimile  Nodes Determination 
 
In structured P2P systems, some nodes carry more query traffic load while others carry less. Therefore, frequent 
requesters of a record and traffic junction nodes (i.e., hot routing spots) in query paths should be the ideal 
record facsimile  nodes for high utilization of record facsimile s. Based on this, URC facsimile tes a record in 
nodes that have been very interested in the record or routing nodes that have been carrying more query traffic 
of the record. The former arrangement enables frequent requesters of a record to get the record without query 
routing, and the latter increases the possibility that queries from different directions encounter the facsimile  
nodes, thus making full use of record facsimile s. In addition, facsimile ting record in the middle rather than in the 
ends of a query path speeds up record query. 
 
3.1.2 Facsimile  Creation 
 
We define a requester’s query initiating rate for record f, denoted beef, as the number of queries for f sent by 
the requester during a unit time, say one second. A record requester records it’s for each record requested. 
URC sets a threshold for query initiating rate, denoted by T q. It could be the product of a constant factor and 
the normal query initiating rate in the system. 
 
3.1.3 Facsimile  Adaptation 
 
Considering that record popularity is no uniform and time-varying and node interest varies over time, some 
record facsimile s become underutilized when there are few queries for the records. To deal with this 
situation, URC lets each facsimile node periodically update their query passing rate or query initiating rate of a 
record. If the rates are below their thresholds, the node removes the facsimile. Therefore, the determination of 
keeping record facsimile s is based on recently experienced query traffic due to record query rate. If a record is 
no longer requested frequently, there will be no record facsimile for it. The adaptation to query initiating and 
passing rate ensures that all record facsimile s are worthwhile and there is no waste of overhead for 
unnecessary record viscosity compassionate      

 
IV PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 
We designed and implemented a simulator for evaluating the URC mechanism based on Chord P2P system 
[8]. We compared URC with representative approaches of record clone and viscosity compassionate     . 
Experiment results show that URC record clone algorithm is highly effective in reducing record query 
latency, the number of facsimile s, and record viscosity compassionate overhead. URC record viscosity 
compassionate      in turn provides a guarantee of record fidelity of viscosity even in churn and 
dramatically reduces viscosity compassionate   overhead. 
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Table 1 lists the parameters of the simulation and their default values. In practice, a node has various 
capacities in terms of bandwidth, memory storage, processing speed, etc. We assume that different 
capacities can be represented by one metric. We assumed bounded Pareto distribution for node 
capacities. This distribution reflects the real world where 

 
TABLE 1 

 
Simulated Environment and Algorithm Parameters 

 

 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

 
 This paper proposes an URC that achieves high efficiency at a substantially lower cost. Instead of 
passively accepting facsimile s and updates, nodes autonomously determine the need for record clone and 
validation based on record query rate and update rate. It guarantees the high utilization of facsimile s, high 
query efficiency and fidelity of viscosity. Meanwhile, URC reduces redundant record facsimile s, 
viscosity compassionate overhead, and unnecessary record updates. Simulation results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of URC in comparison with other record clone and viscosity compassionate  approaches. Its 
low overhead and high effectiveness are particularly attractive to the deployment of large-scale P2P systems. 

 
 We find that URC relying on polling record owners still cannot guarantee that all record requesters 
receive up-to-date records, although its performance is better than other viscosity compassionate algorithms. 
We plan to further study and explore adaptive polling methods to fully exploit record popularity and 
update rate for efficient and effective facsimile viscosity compassionate . 
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